**Option Function Board GT11-50FNB**

The GT11-50FNB option function board is required for using the recipe function with the GT1155-QSBD or GT1150-QLBD (hereinafter called GOT).

### 1. External Dimensions and Part names

![Diagram showing external dimensions and part names](image)

1) Lever for removal  
2) Groove for reverse installation protection  
3) Connector for connecting GOT

**External Dimensions:**
- Width: 37.0 (1.46")
- Height: 20.0 (0.79")
- Depth: 6.1 (0.25")

**Unit:** mm (inch)

### 2. Mounting Precautions

Do not keep the option function board in a floated or inclined status.

**Cross sectional view (with option function board installed):**

- Push-down by approx. 0.5mm at four corners.  

**Notations:**
- *1: Option function board
- *2: GOT main unit
- *3: Floatated
- *4: Inclined

For installation method of this product or cautions of use, refer to the manual of the GT11 main unit offered separately.

### 3. Installing and Removing

Be sure to shut off all phases of the external power supply used by the system before mounting or removing the option function board on to/from the GOT.

**Removing:**
- Pinch the lever with fingers and pull-it vertically to remove the dummy cover.

**Installing:**
- Push-down the option function board by approximately 0.5mm with fingers along the groove for reverse installation protection.
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